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be carried out substantially automatically,

This invention relates to the treatment of and in which care may be taken of changing
cinematographic ?lm strips and involves or different conditions of the ?lm strips un
?lm stretching to eifect a general elongation der treatment.
"
~
or to produce variable elongations of ?lms in
In one aspect the invention comprises ?lm
proportion to variable shrinkage throughout feeding and winding means, which may
the length thereof.
,
be provided by . the same or different
Amongthe many causes of ?lm shrinkage toothed members, and‘ means cooperating
may be mentioned the following by way of with said feeding and winding means for
example; In the commercial working of stretching (a ?lm strip beyond its elastic
the imbibition process it is found that the limit to effect a relatively permanent change
matrix has a tendency to shrink and that in condition thereof. The elastic limit
after the printing of a number of blanks, may be reduced by appropriately heat
generally less than the number which it is ing the ?lm if desired and the ?lm may be

60

desired to print in the ordinary operation retained'under tension until cooling takes
of the imbibition process, a general shrink place. The stretching may be e?ected by
age of such extent occurs that the matrix is means, for lengthening the path of ?lm
apt to be destroyed, due to tearing of the travel between the feeding and winding
sprocket holes during registration with a vm'eans a predetermined amount, or by means
normal blank, unless the matrix is stretched. providing an adjustable tension upon the 70
20 Also during storage of matrices for pe
portion undergoing stretching. Under cer
riods of ‘substantial length between their tain conditions means may be provided to
‘ periods of use shrinkage frequently oc tension the edges more than the middle of.
curs. The positive blanks used in the the, strip and under other conditions resort
imbibition process,v if punched by inaccurate may be had to a reverse arrangement. To
25 perforating machinery may also need to be heat the strip a heater may be arranged in'
stretched to render them uniform through ' a chamber through which the strip‘ passes
out their lengths prior to use. There are while under tension, or heated air‘ may be
also-ttwo conditions which occur under cer supplied to such a chamber to render plas

30

tain" circumstances ‘which also render» ?lm tic the ?lm strip passing therethrough.
strip stretching necessary in the case of
The humidity of the heating medium is of
printed ?lms. “Cupping”, a condition in much less importance than the temperature,
which the edges perforated by the sprocket but reasonably dry air of" approximately
holes are shorter than the image carrying 50%- ‘humidity is desirable.
portion intermediate the sprocket holes, may‘ For the purpose of illustrating the inven
necessitate stretching to " overcome the con tion one embodiment and a modi?cation are.v
dition. Under other circumstances “grape disclosed in the accompanying drawings, in

vining” results, that is, the edge portions oi

the ~strip are longer than the image bearing
portion.

40
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'

'

Among the objects of the present inven

tion is the provision of a method of

which:

_

'

Fig. 1 is a side view; ,

Fig. 2 isv a section‘ on the line 2-—2 of

Fig. 1;

v ,

.

_

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view on an en

treatment which will overcomethe di?icul larged scale of a portion of the structure
ties mentioned and which will- provide forv disclosedv in Fig. 2;
”
'

.more than a mere transitory improvement
45

in the condition of the ?lm treated. An

Fig'. 4 is a vertical section on the line

HofFig.2;and

.

-

,‘

_

other object is the provision of appara
Fig. 5 .is a somewhat diagrammatic view‘.
tus for‘carrying out the method in which of a modi?ed'form of the invention.
av long ?lm strip may be treated in a con-q
In the apparatus illustrated in Figs. 1"’ to E
tinuous process, in which accurate results 4 of the drawings, 1 represents a. casing or 100
may be produced, in which the process may

2

suitable material and-provided with one or

nally, but not transversely, thereby affording

. more doors 2 having glass plates therein clearance to take care of shrinkage or expan

through which conditions inside the casing sion transversely of the ‘strip.
may be observed.‘ The interior of the‘ casing
An opening 41vis"formed in the wall of
is divided into two chambers 37 and'38 by the chamber 37 ata point just above the‘par
a transversely extending partition 39 having tition 39 and an opening is formed in the
an opening or slot 40 therethrough. Mounted wall of the chamber 38 at a point just below
- upon the exterior of the ‘casing are brackets the partition 39. The openings 41 and 42
4, 5, 6, and 7. Bracket 4 supports a journal fall justyabove and just below the horizontal
10 8 upon which a supply reel 9 is rotatable.
plane which includes the axis of the member
Bracket 5 supports a take-up reel 10 receiv

23 ‘and within the chamber 37 and 38 are

ing the stretched ‘strip ‘upon completion of guide rolls 44 and 45 so positioned that por

the process. Bracket 6 supports a motor 11 tions of the ?lm strip tangential to the mem~v
ber 23 and to they rolls 44 and 45 will pass
15 ing, or traction mechanism, generally desig
through the openings 41 and 42 without‘

,which drives a positivevfeeding. and wind

nated‘ 12, which is mounted on the bracket 7. touching the casing.
Mechanism 12 comprises a shaft 13 which
Adjacent the top of the chamber 37 a roll .

through a worm coaxial therewith drives a 47 is rotatable upon a stub shaft 48 and with
worm wheel 14 upon a shaft 15. The shaft in the lower'chamber 38 is disposed a roll 49
20 13 carries a pulley 16 which is driven by a

belt 17 from the motor 11, and shaft 15 car

25

ries a driving pulley 18 connected by‘ a belt
19 to a pulley 20 which is coaxial with the
take-up'reel 10. .‘The' pulley 20 is connected
through a suitable friction mechanism 21
with the take-up reel 10, the friction vcon
nection permitting the slippage necessary as

having a yoke 50 connected thereto and sup

85

porting from said yoke a variable weight 51,

the 'ro and its connected parts being sup
ported in a loop of the ?lm strip as later

described. Depending upon the nature of
the stretching operation desired, that is
whether simple elongation or the curing of
“cupping” or “grapevining” is needed, the

90

, the quantity of ?lm upon the reel'increases. . rolls 47 and 49 may be providedywith truly. '
30

The shaft 12 is journalled instandards 22 cylindrical, concave or crown ~‘peri ~he‘ries.
and carries thereon a toothed member 23 In each case the rolls are preferab y pro

whose construction will shortly .be described. vided with ?anges 52 spaced apart so as to
A rectangular frame 24 having side elements receive approximately exactly between them
spaced apart by a distance‘ slightly greater a ?lm strip of standard width. 'All the other
than the width of the member 23 is mounted rolls mentioned are' also provided with
on the bracket 7 in such position that a plane ?anges to uide the ?lm strips properly
‘ contacting with the sides of the member 24 thereover. §lpon the brackets 7 a roll 53 is
toward the member 23 ‘is substantially tan provided to guide the ?lm strip as it passes
40

NH

gent to the periphery of the latter. Sup downward to the take-up reel 10.. '
_‘
orted for rotation on parallel axes in the 'To render the ?lm strip plastic and lower
rame 24, in positions substantially equidis-' its yield ppint the portion of the ?lm within 10!

tant above andbelow the horizontal plane in the cham er’ 37 is warmed, preferably to a
cluding the axis of rotation of the member temperature of about 160°‘ F. and for this
23, are guide rolls. 27 and 28. ‘Pivotally purpose heated air of average humidity is
supporte ‘ by the top ofthe frame‘ 24- is a supplied to the chamber 37‘through a pipe 54.

member 29 U-sha 'd in cross section and The chamber 38~may be cooled if desired by lit
carrying a pair 0 rolls 30 and 31,1ying in the~supply of cold air thereto but it is or
the same vertical planes transverse to, the dinarily su?icient if a temperature not much
> axis of the member 23 as the latter and ap above atmos heric is maintained in this

proximately equi-d-istant from the vvertical chamber, andpto facilitate this a‘vent 55 is
plane including the axis of the member23. provided topermitany heated airpsecuring.

The rolls 30-and 31 have grooves 30' and 31' access to the chamber through the opening
. into which the sprocket teeth extend. Spring 40 to escape.
.
~
means 32 presses the member 29, together
As may best be observed from Fig. 2 a

with the rolls 30 and 31, toward the surface ?lm strip M is drawn from the supply reel
'
Y
9 downwards under the roll 27 and then
The member 23v has a‘ cylindrical eriph over the top‘ of the member 23 in contact

of the member 23.

115

120

era-l surface 34 and around this surfiice ex with whose periphery the strip is held by

tend two rows-of tapered pins 35. These
pins maybe held in lace.‘ in an desired
manner and are pre erably liar ened by
singing and tapered,'the pins of one row

the rolls 30 and 31, the engagement of the

pins 35 with the sprocket holes of the strip
positively drawing the ?lm at a de?nite
rate. 'From the member 23 the strip passes

being adapted to ?t the sprocket holes-in ‘under the roll 44, thence upward, making
the ?lm strip exactly, both longitudinal'and half a turn before it reaches the roll 47, over
transversely of the ?lm strip, while the others the top of that roll, and then downward
may preferably ?t the sprocket longitudi through the slot 40 and beneath the roll 49

125
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a.

adjustable roll 62, and downward and
which it supports, thence upward, making bodily
under
awinding
or tension toothed~member
another half turn, over the roll 45, and into
engagement with the lower surface of the
member 23, which draws or winds it in at
a predetermined rate. Leaving the member
22 the strip passes over the rolls 28 and 53
and down to the take-up reel upon which it

_is wound. The strip M is wound with its

63 from which 'it passes off and is wound
up by a winding or take-up reel not shown.
The structure of the members 60 and 63
correspond closely to that of the member 23
previously described. Each of these mem
bers 60 and 63 has a cylindrical surface pro
vided with spaced annular rows of hardened

70'

image, carrying-or printing surface outer sprocket teeth adapted to ?t into the 75
most upon the reel 9, and accordingly the

10

only member with which this surface of the
strip contacts at any time during its whole
period of travel from the supply to the ‘take

sprocket holes of a ?lm strip to be stretched.
Coaxial with-the members 60 and 63 and

rotating respectively therewith are bevel

up reels is the member 23, and as this mem-' gear members 64 and 65 which mesh respec
tively with beveled gear members 66 and 67
16 ber has a highly polished surface and as slid carried upon a rotatable shaft 68. This
ing relative to the surface is absolutely'pre

provides equal peripheral speeds
eluded by the engagement of the pins 35 mechanism
for
the
members
60 and 63. The members
upon the member 23 with the sprocket holes 60 and 62 are suitably
driven by power.
in the ?lm strip there can be no damage
to the strip through scratching or abra The roll or pulley 62 which is preferably
provided with lateral ?anges 69 may have

,20

sion.

V

80

‘

As the strip enters the chamber 37 it, is sub
jected to the heating action of the air there
in and, ‘at a temperature ofabout 1600 F.,

'

its surface 70 cylindrical, or be made either
in the form of a crown pulley or a concave,

pulley depending upon the result which the
This
it becomes semi-plastic and its yield point is stretching is designedintoa accomplish.
yoke member 71

25

90

pulley is journalled
a few pounds is sui?cient to stretch the ?lm and the latter is in turn carried by a ver
str1p the necessary amount. As each portion tically adjustable rod 72 which passes

substantially lowered so that a weight of but

'

'

of the strip undergoes warming .under ten through a bushing 73 supported in a frame 95
sion as it passes through chamber 37 all 74 which also supports the members 60 and
the ‘threaded
parts of the strip will be approximately 63. A nut 75'co-operates7 2with
equally elongated and the weight 51 is ad upper end 7 2’ of the rod and is adjustable '
justed ‘to preclude over-stretching while pro to effect bodily adjustment of the roll _62
viding. for stretching to the necessary de
gree. If the rolls 47 and 49 are made with
crown surfaces the central portions of the
?lm strips will be tensioned more than the

35

in a direction perpendicular to the plane 1n

l 00

cluding ‘the axes of the members 60 and 63. v
The nut and screw construction may be a

micrometer arrangement and the length of
_ edges and accordingly will stretch to a the ?lm strip between the point of tangency
greater extent. Film strips in which _“grape~ with the adjacent sides of the members 60.
and 63 may be exactly adjusted to a pre-‘
40 Vining” has taken place may ,therefore be
brought to a condition in which the edges of determined length, say a given number of
the ?lm strip will be no longer than the cen standard sprocket hole spaces or slightly
tral or image-bearing portion. If “cupping” longer to compensate for slight contraction
has occurred, concave rolls may be used, and after the stretching. As a result a ?lm strip
subjected to the action of this mechanism
45 as this will throw the major tension upon the
lateral edges of the ?lm strips the condition will be brought to an exactly. standard form.~
of “cupping” will ‘be overcome. If, as in the ln general this mechanism, save that the
case of matrices, the‘ ?lm strip has simply paying-out and windlng-in means-are sepa
shortened generally the elongation necessary rate from each other instead of being come
to permit the safe use of‘ the matrix for fur bined in a single member 'as in the ?rst
ther printing will be effected by cylindrical means and that the length of path between

H5

rolls. As the ?lm strip passes through the the paying-out and winding-in means is ad
justably predetermined instead of being sub
ject
to possible variation, is similar to the 110
fore it again reaches the member 23 it is
given an opportunity to cool su?iciently so mechanism illustrated in Figs. 1 to 4, al
. that‘ it sets in its stretched condition, the though of course mechanical details are sub
period of setting before leaving this cham stantially. different and cooling in this formv
ber being.determined by the distance the will be observed to take place in the open

- chamber 38 for a substantial distance be

strip, is caused to travel therein.

60

'

’

,air. '

Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically a modi?ed ‘While this application discloses-one" spe
construction. In this form of the invention, cl?c embodiment of the apparatus construct
the ?lm strip M_' passes from a supply reel ed in accordance with the invention and
(not shown)‘ downwardly over a toothed well adapted to the practice of the inventive
paying-out member 60, thence upwardly process and also a modi?ed form of mecha
61, over a msm, it is to be understood that various
' through . a warming chamber

130
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other embodiments may’ be produced‘ and graphic ?lm-strips which includes the steps
that radical structural changes'may be made of tensioning a relatively long portion of'
without departing from the spirit of the in a ?lm strip and ?rst heating the same to
vention or the scope of the appended claims. an extent to renderit'p'lastic' and thereafter
I claim:

\

1. The method of treating cinematographic

cooling the same to set it.

.

'

70

11. The method of treating cinemato

?lm strips which includes the steps of ren graphic ?lm strips‘which includes the step
dering a ?lm strip plastic, stretching the .of unequally tensioning different lateral,

same while plaztic, and setting the stretched
?lm strips.

15

20

25

1

,

12. The method of treating cinemato
2. The method of treating cinematographic graphic ?lm strips which includes the step of
?lm strips which includes the steps of heat tensioning different lateral zones of a strip
ing a ?lm strip to render it plastic, stretch in inverse proportion to their excesses of
ing the same while plastic, and cooling ‘the length over normal.
\
’
v
.
stretched ?lm strip to set it in stretched
13. Apparatus for the treatment of cinemat 80
condition.
ographic .?lm strips including in combina
3. The method of treating cinematographic tion ?lm feeding and traction means adapted
?lm strips which includes the steps’ of ren to simultaneously operate upon different
dering a ?lm strip plastic, stretching the portions of a ?lm strip to provide equal
same while plastic, and setting the stretched movement thereof, means for controllable 85'
?lm while under tension.
tensioning the ?lm strip between the feeding '
4. The methotl of treating cinematographic and ‘traction means, and means for control
?lm strips which includes‘ the steps of heat» ling the temperaturesyof the strip between
ing a ?lm strip to render it plastic, stretch the feeding and traction means so as to ren
ing the‘samc while plartic, and cooling the der_ the ?lm su?iciently plastic in. one por 90
stretched ?lm to set it while it is-still under tion to cause stretching thereof and there-'
after to su?i'ciently cool the same to set the
The method of treating cinematographic ?lm in the stretched condition.
?lm strips which include?” the steps of mu
14. Apparatus for the treatment of eine- '
dering a ?lm stlrip plastic, longitudlnally matographic’ ?lm strips including, in com 95
tension.

30

zones of such a strip.

-

'

.

.

-

-

'

_

tensioning said ?lm strip while plastic under" bination, a ?lm feeding and traction means
tension unequally applied transversely there; adapted to simultaneously operate upon two

'

of, and cooling the stretched ?lm strip to portions of a ?lm strip to provide equal

‘an

set it.

movement thereof, means for heating a por

6. The method of treating cinematographic tion of ?lm between the said feeding and

100

?lm strips which includes the - steps of traction means to render it plastic, and

heating a ?lm strip‘to render it plastic, lon means for applying tension to the heated

gitudinally ténsioning said ?lm strip while portion of ?lm to stretch the same.
40

--plastic under tension - unequally applied

transversely

thereof,

stretched ?lm to set it while still under ten
sion.

'

I

15. Apparatus for the treatment of cine

and cooling the matographic ?lm strips including,~in combi
_

105

nation, a ?lm feeding and traction means

adapted to simultaneously operate upon two

7. The. method. of stretching cinemato portions of a ?lm. strip to provide equal

45

graphic ?lmstrips which includes the-steps movement‘ of :the vsaid port-ions, means for

of placing under tension an extended length heating a portion of the ?lm strip between
of ?lm strip, heating a portion of said ten the said feeding and‘ traction means, means‘
sioned length to 'a degree to render it plastic, for applying tension to the said portion
thereby elongating the ?lm,,and subsequent~ while in the heated condition to‘i'stretch the
' 1y cooling said heated portion While still same and means for cooling the said ?lm
under tension.

110

portion while under tension to attain a per

'

8. The method of stretching cinemato-l

manent set thereof.

.

'

graphic ?lm strips which includes the steps 16. Apparatus for the treatment of cine
of successively passing a continuous strip matographic ?lm strips including, in comthrough a heated chamber and through. a bination, ?lm feeding and traction means,
cooling chamber during transit through each and means for stretching a ?lm strip and

of which said strap is under tension.
9. The metho

setting it in stretched condition c0-operat~ '

of stretching cinemato ing with said feeding and winding means

graphic ?lm strips which includes the steps and including means for lowering the yield
continuous ?lm strip to heatto a degree to 17. Apparatus for the treatment of eineof successively subjecting the portions of a point of said strip during stretching.

render it plastic an to a__ lower temperature matographic ?lm ‘strips including, in com
to set it, and imposing a tension upon said bination. a rotatable member carrying upon

'

strip during its subjection to such differ its periphery means engageable in the

3

ent temperatures.

sprocket holes of a ?lm strip, means for'

10. The method of stretching cia?nato guiding spaced partitions of a ?lm strip in~

130
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to engagement with spaced portions of the
periphery of said member, and means for
stretching the portion of said ?lm strip in~

5

, tion of a ?lm strip between said spaced p01‘?
tions thereof including a heating chamber
and a chilling chamber traversed by said

strip, and‘ means for adj ustably tensioning
the portion of said strip in said chambers.
23. Apparatus for-the treatment ‘of cine
matographic ?lm strips including, in com matographic
?lm strips including, in com
bination, a rotatable member carrying up—/

termediatelsaid spaced portions.

18. Apparatus for the treatment of cine

70

a rotatable member carrying upon
on its. periphery means engageable in the bination,
its
periphery
engageable in the
sprocket holes of a ?lm strip, means for sprocket holes 'means
of a ?lm strip, means for 75

guiding spaced portions of a ?lm strip in effecting rotation thereof, means for guiding
to engagement with spaced portions of the spaced portions of a ?lm strip into engage

10

periphery of said member, andmeans for ment with spaced portions of the-periphery
heating and stretching the portion of said of said member whereby said member pays

?lm strip intermediate said spaced portlons. out at one of saidportions and Winds in at 80
19. Apparatus for the treatment of cine
other, and means for treating the por— "
matographic ?lm strips including, in combi the
tion
a ?lmvstrip between said spaced por
nation, a rotatable member carrying upon its ‘tionsofthereof
including aligned heating and
periphery‘ means engageable in the sprocket

15

holes of a ?lm strip, means for guiding setting chambers, a- ?lm guiding pulley ro 85
ta'table on a ?xed axis in one of said cham
20 _ spaced portions of a ?lm strip into engage

ment with spaced portions of the periphery bers, and a ?lm tensioning pulley rotatable
of said member, and means for heating. on a movable axis in the_0ther.
stretching, and cooling the portion of said 24. Apparatus for the treatment of cine

?lm strips including, in combi
?lm'strip intermediate said spaced portions. matographic
a rotatable member carrying upon
20. Apparatus for the treatment of cine. nation,
periphery means engageable in the
matographic strips including, in combina its
sprocket holes of a ?lm strip, means for ef

25

90

tion, a rotatable member carrying upon its fectino' rotation thereof, means for guiding
periphery means engageable in the sprocket
holes of' a ?lm strip, means for effecting ro

30
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spaced portions of a ?lm strip into engage

with spaced portions of the periphery 95
tation thereof, means for‘ guiding and main ment
said member whereby said member pays
taining spaced portions of a ?lm strip in en of
at one of said portions and winds in at
gagement with spaced portions of the pee out
the
other,
and means for treating the portion
riphery of said member, and ‘means includ ‘of a ?lm strip
between said spaced portions 100'
ing a roll engageable with the portions of thereof including
aligned heatin and set
said strip intermediate said spaced portions ting chambers, a ?lm
_pu ley rotat
and adjustable relative to said rotatable able on a ?xed axis in guiding
one‘
of
said
chambers,
member for applying a ?lm strip stretching~ and a ?lm tensioning pulley rotatable
on a
tension to said portion. '

axis on the other and means for 105
21. Apparatus for the treatment of cine-I movable
exerting
a
yielding tension on said last men- matographic ?lm strips including, in com'-'
tioned
pulley.
bination, a rotatable member carrying upon
its periphery means engageable in the' 25. Apparatus for the treatment of~cine~

Sprocket holes of a ?lm strip, means for ef-' matographic ?lm strips including, in combi

nation, rotatable means foripaying out and ‘110
winding in spaced portions of a ?lm strip,
andpmeans for treating a loop intermediate
said
portions including a pulley for subjects
of said member whereby said member pays
ing
said
loop to tension having a strip en
‘out at one of said portions and winds in at
the other, and means for treating the portion gaging periphery whose elements -are cur 115'
.
50 of a ?lm strip between said spaced portions vilinear.
26. Apparatus for’ stretching shrunken

45

fecting rotation thereof, means for guiding
spaced portions of a ?lm strip into engage
ment with spaced portions of the periphery

thereof including a heating chamber and a

?lm to standard length
cooling chamber traversed by said strip, and cinematographic
means for tensioning the portion of said comprising positively interconnected means

60

' engaging the sprocket holes of the. ?lm at 120
strip in said chambers.
22. Apparatus for the- treatment of'cine points spaced along the path of the ?lm a
matographie ?lm strips including, in combi~~ . predetermined constant distance su?icient to
nation, a rotatable member carrying upon stretch the portion of the shrunken ?lm
its periphery means \-'engageable in the therebetween to standard length as it is fed
125
sprocket holes of a ?lm strippmeans for’ ef past said means.
27. Apparatus for stretching a shrunken
fecting rotation thereof, means for guiding cinematographic
?lm to‘ standard length
spaced portions of a ?lm-strip into engageL

positively interconnected means
ment with spaced portions of the periphery comprising
of said member whereby said member pays engaging the sprocket holes of the‘ ?lm at
out at one of said portions and winds in at points spaced along the path of the ?lm, and
the other, and means for treating the por means for predeterminedly effecting varia

130
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tion in the length of ?lm between said points ‘predetermined distance su?icient to} stretch
of engagement, ‘said points of engagement the portion of shrunken ?lm therebetween to

being spaced appropriately to stretch the standard length as it is fed past said means,
portlon of the shrunken ?lm to standard and means co-operating With the portion of
said ?lm between said positively intercon
28. Apparatus for stretching a shrunken nected means to vary predeterminedly the

length as it is fed past said- means.

cinematographio ?lm 'to standard length length thereof.
~
.
'
comprising positively interconnected means
Signed by me at Boston, Massachusetts,
engaging the sprocket ‘holes of the-?lm at this 14th day of April 1925.
10 points spaced along the path of the ‘?lm a
LEQNARD T. TROLAND.

